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ABSTRACT
THE NEW BICYCLE MODEL:
INTRODUCING SOFTWARE CONSIDERATIONS EARLY INTO THE SYSTEMS
ENGINGEERING DESIGN AND INTEGRATION PROCESS
Nathaniel Dinglasan Angat

Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company, Sunnyvale, California is in the
business of designing and engineering satellites for commercial and government
customers. This task is by no means a trivial endeavor but Lockheed MartinSunnyvale
has many decades of experience in Systems Engineering. Training in systems
engineering is a long process whose training tools must be kept up-to-date and
appropriate as new advances in technology evolve along-side with the processes that
develop these ever-evolving solutions. For many years new systems engineers have
been introduced to the Bicycle Model as a paradigm for designing and developing
complex systems that are composed of diverse subsystems that interact and function as
a whole system. The Bicycle Model originally utilized the idea that a bicycle integrates
electrical and mechanical subsystems into a system that provides basic transportation
that functions on the input of the operator. This model was relevant back when satellites
were merely remote-controlled systems that performed based on input from earth-based
operators.
Over the decades, much of satellites’ routine operations have migrated from the
earth-based operators to onboard computers where routine tasks are encoded in their
flight software. With more and more of the satellites’ functionality now being controlled
by software, the present Bicycle Model becomes less and less relevant because the
iv

model doesn’t address a major component of the satellites’ design; the onboard flight
software. It is time to bring the Bicycle Model up-to-date to address the use of software
and its implication and considerations in the design of Lockheed Martin’s products. This
is the focus of this project; to update the Bicycle Model training exercise to incorporate
Electrical, Mechanical and Software interfaces in a complex system.
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Introduction

The Bicycle Training Model has been used at Lockheed Martin Space Systems
Company, Sunnyvale, California to introduce new systems engineers to the notion that
electrical and mechanical subsystems interface with each other to form larger more
complex systems. This is obviously important for Lockheed Martine Sunnyvale because
we’re mainly in the business of engineering and manufacturing complex satellites that
are made up of electrical and mechanical subsystems and we want to understand the
impact of these interfaces early on in the engineering process. After attending the
training sessions, the, the participants were expected toexpected to start developing
the mindset that would lead to questions like, “how do we electrically actuate the
mechanical deployment of the downlink antenna?” The intent of this training module was
to get the new systems engineer to think of how the specific interplay of electrical or
mechanical subsystems and their effects the overall performance of the larger complex
systems that iis t constitutes. This understanding enables systems engineers to design
interfaces that allow electrical and mechanical systems to perform seamlessly.
With the onset of the computer age, computers are being used to perform tasks that
used to be done manually. Home security systems automatically turn your lights at home
on and off when you’re not there, spreadsheet computer applications now balance your
monthly budget, computers shut off your coffee maker after it is done brewing your
morning pot of coffee. Computers get their instructions through coded software and with
computers and software come a whole new set of new set of considerations for systems
engineers. How do I address the issue of timing when my system goes through a stress
test that causes the on-board computer to use 95% of its resources? When the on-board
computer is multi-tasking, will it command the solar panels to rotate in time to charge the
batteries before the satellite enters the eclipse phase, downlink its data to the ground
1

station and perform a station keeping maneuver without experiencing lag in
performance?

With complex systems like satellites relying more on more on computers and software,
we need to contemplate the impact software has on our design early on. This is where
the Bicycle Training Model falls short; it falls short of including software concerns in the
discussion of electrical and mechanical interfaces at the beginning of the design
process.
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1.1 Statement of Problem
Systems Engineering is defined by the INCOSE (International Council on Systems
Engineering) Systems Engineering Handbook (INCOSE, 2011) as “a discipline that
concentrates on the design and application of the whole (system) as distinct from the
parts. It involves looking at a problem in its entirety, taking into account all the facets and
all the variables and relating the social to the technical aspect.” It’s a complex, multidisciplined processes that strives to create innovative solutions that meet the needs of a
customer. “Systems engineers uncover the real requirements and the emergent
properties of the system.” (INCOSE, 2011)

The Bicycle Model was a good model to illustrate the interplay of electrical and
mechanical interfaces in the systems engineering process. Delving in the Bicycle Model
exercises, participants got a thorough understanding of the subsystem behavior without
losing sight of its impact on the overall performance of the larger system. We need to
revise this model with a model that’s more relevant with today’s technological advances
in computer processing and the use of software. The Bicycle Model exercise needs to be
updated to give the new systems engineer a real taste of the systems engineering
design process and the kind of issues and environment they’ll be facing designing
complex systems.
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1.2 List of Terms
Preliminary Design Review

is a technical assessment establishing the
complete physically allocated baseline to
ensure that the system under review has a
reasonable expectation of being judged
operationally effective and suitable
(Commander)
is a technical assessment establishing the
build baseline to ensure that the system
under review has a reasonable expectation
of being judged operationally effective and
suitable (Commander)
a list of a project's terminal elements with
intended start and finish dates
an activity that needs to be accomplished
within a defined period of time or by a
deadline
a tangible or intangible object produced as
a result of the project that is intended to be
delivered to a customer
is a deliverable oriented decomposition of
a project into smaller components
a diagram that shows the structure of an
organization and the relationships and
relative ranks of its parts and positions/jobs
is event-driven plan documents the
significant accomplishments necessary to
complete the work and ties each
accomplishment to a key program event.
the manner in which a complex system
unexpectedly behaves as a whole, even
after behavior of the individual components
are fully understood.
combination of elements from different
sources put together to better describe
particular phenomenon

Critical Design Review

Schedule
Tasks

Deliverables

Work Breakdown Structure
Organizational Chart

Integrated Master Plan

Emergent properties

Apocryphal

Table 1.2.1 List of Terms
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2 The Old Bicycle Exercise

2.1 Flow of the Exercise
The Old Bicycle Exercise was presented to new Systems Engineers to introduce them to
how we think about system requirements through the design process (Preliminary
Design Review and Critical Design Review), specifically the design and integration
process. The exercise begins with presenting the system requirements to the
participants and a brief discussion of how the system should behave (Appendix A:
Design Integration_Bicycle Exercise.ppt). Then the participants break up into groups and
discuss the system, its components and how they all interface with each other and
function as a whole system. As the participants get a grasp of the technical concerns of
designing and integrating this system (bicycle), they are then asked to prepare a plan
(Appendix B: Bicycle example.ppt) for a Bicycle CDR. The plan shall contain a schedule,
tasks, deliverables and responsible persons. They were provided the following to help
them prepare for the CDR; Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), Organizational Chart,
Integrated Master Plan (IMP), Mission Requirements, and Subcontractor Management
Plan. At the end, the participants present their plan to the larger group and as a topic for
group discussion.

2.2 Strengths and Weaknesses
One strength of the old Bicycle Model Exercise was that it was a simulation of the
systems engineering process; systems engineering tools like WBS and IMP were
introduced in a situational context, instead of being lectured about in a classroom. The
participants were given a task and had to figure out how to use these new tools to
5

perform the assignment of producing a plan for the Bicycle CDR. Another strength was
that new systems engineers received first-hand experience of how the collaborative
Systems Engineering process functions. It is apparent immediately that one engineer
cannot develop this plan for the Bicycle CDR on his own. As the exercise progresses,
participants ask questions which starts a round of brainstorming and they begin to learn
what questions are the right questions to ask. Options begin to get eliminated and what
is left is a good, sound consensus of what needs to be done.
The problem with the Bicycle Model is that at the most a bicycle can only be used to
demonstrate mechanical and electrical interfaces only and does not include software.
This is critical because Lockheed Martin Space Systems designs and integrates
complex systems that use software extensively. In the integration and test of these
complex systems, the use of software introduces a whole set of considerations that must
be understood by the systems engineers that are designing them. The Bicycle Model
must be updated to include software interfaces to make it more relevant. The intent of
the Bicycle Model exercise is to expose the new systems engineer to the design
process. Not to include software in this introduction would be akin to not addressing the
500 lb gorilla in the room.
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3 The New Bicycle Exercise

3.1 Flow of the Exercise
The intent of the New Bicycle Exercise is to have the participants trace functional
requirements down through physical components, interfaces/constraints, and
assembly/test. This is accomplished by having Systems Engineers participate in the
interactive New Bicycle Model Exercise.
The New Bicycle Exercise begins with the presentation of the Basic Requirements of a
system The participants are engineers of Company ABC and are given Basic
Requirements for a bicycle from Customer XYZ. They are as follows:;

7

Basic Requirements
• Utilize a bicycle as basic mode of
transportation
– Shall be capable of day/night riding
– Shall provide a comfort to operator through on/off
road conditions
– Shall have a computer that provides navigation
data(GPS location), cycling stats (speed, rpm,
direction, trip info), and cellular phone hands-free
capability to the operator
– Shall be safe to operate

Figure 3.1.1 Basic Requirements

After a brief overview of the Basic Requirements from Customer XYZ, the participants
are broken up into smaller groups to begin the systems engineering design process.
They start with developing the Functional Requirements. The following slide serves as a
guide for this group discussion and the group fills in the column on the right of the slide
below.
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Functional Requirements
What is the product?
–
–
–
–
–
–

Bicycle

What shall it do?
What need shall it solve?
Where will it perform?
Limitations and constraints
Communication
Provide navigation info
• GPS Location
• Direction
• Speed

Figure 3.1.2 Functional Requirements
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Flow Down (Bicycle Model Exercise)
Functional Requirement

Figure 3.1.3 Flow Down 1

After the Functional Requirements are determined, the smaller groups convene again to
discuss the Physical Allocation of Components of the system needed to meet these
functional requirements. The following slide serves as a guide for this group discussion
and the group fills in the column on the right of the slide below.
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Physical Components
What are the physical
components?

Bicycle

– Electrical
– Mechanical
– Software

– Electrical
– Mechanical
– Software

Figure 3.1.4 Physical Components

Flow Down (Bicycle Model Exercise)
Functional Requirement

Physical Component

Figure 3.1.5 Flow Down 2
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Once the Physical Allocation of Components of the system are indentified, the next
group discussion tackles the Interfaces/Constraints with respect to these Physical
Allocation of Components. The choice of components indirectly defines the choice of
interfaces and the associated constraints; the discussion must identify this. The following
slides serve as a guide for this group discussion.

Identify Interfaces Between SW and
Physical Components (Electrical,
Mechanical, or SW)
Physical
component
interface

Physical
component
Computer
- SW communicates to
physical components via
interface

interface

interface

Physical
component

Interfaces/Physical Components

Figure 3.1.6 Interfaces Between Elect/Mech/SW Components
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Identify Interfaces Between SW and
Physical Components(Electrical,
Mechanical, or SW)
Physical
component

Physical
component
Computer
- SW communicates to
physical components via
interface

interface

interface

interface

Physical
component

Interfaces/Physical Components
Field Code Changed

Identify Interfaces Between
Electrical/Mechanical/SW Components
Electrical

Mechanical
interface

interface

interface
SW

Electrical/Mechanical/Software Interfaces

Figure 3.1.7 Identify Interfaces

The group fills in the column on the right of the slide below.
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Interfaces/Constraints
What are the
Interfaces/Constraints?

Interplay of Components

– Electrical
– Mechanical
– Software

– Electrical
– Mechanical
– Software

Figure 3.1.8 Interfaces and Constraints

Flow Down (Bicycle Model Exercise)
Functional Requirement Physical Component Interfaces/Constraints

Figure 3.1.9 Flow Down 3
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After the Interfaces/Constraints are identified, the group will discuss the aspect of
Assembly/Test. This discussion will revolve around the topic of functional tests that will
Validate/Verify the Basic Requirements given by Customer XYZ at the beginning of the
exercise. The intent of this start a discussion of how to verify that the product was built
correctly and validate that what was built was the right product to meet the customers’
needs. The following slide serves as a guide for this group discussion and the group fills
in the column on the right of the slide below.

Assembly/Test
What test would verify/validate
functional requirement?

What does it test?

– Electrical
– Mechanical
– Software

– Electrical
– Mechanical
– Software

Figure 3.1.10 Assembly and Test
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Flow Down (Bicycle Model Exercise)*
Functional Requirement Physical Component Interfaces/ConstraintsAssembly/Test

Figure 3.1.11 Flow Down 4

After the Flow Down Chart a twist to the exercise is introduced. Customer XYZ revises
the Basic Requirements late in the design process, and Company ABC must update the
system design, specifically the Flow Down Chart. The change in requirements has a
broad impact to the Flow Down Chart. Revised Basics Requirements are as follows;
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Revised Basic Requirements
• Utilize a bicycle as basic mode of transportation
– Shall be capable of day/night riding
– Shall provide a comfort to operator through on/off
road conditions
– Shall have a computer that provides navigation
data(IMU), cycling stats (speed, rpm, direction, trip
info), and satellite phone hands-free capability to the
operator
– Shall be safe to operate
– Shall operate in temps of -15C to 100C
– Shall operate in less than 1G gravity
– Shall be capable of transporting 100lb of cargo

Figure 3.1.12 Revised Requirements
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The following slides serve as a guide for the revision of the Flow Down Chart;

Impact of Revised Requirements
• Identify the impact on your flow down, due to
the revised requirements.
– Based on requirements revision, what Physical
Components in your flowdown change? Is there any
effect on your choice of Interfaces? How will it impact
Assembly/Test?
– What’s the overall, “big picture” effect?
•
•
•
•

Cost
Schedule
(New) Technical Risk
Performance

Figure 3.1.13 Impact of Revised Requirements
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Revised Flow Down Impact
Functional Requirement Physical Component Interfaces/Constraints Assembly/Test

Shall operate in temps of
-15C to 100C
Shall operate in less than
1G gravity
Shall be capable of
transporting 100lb of
cargo

Figure 3.1.14 Revised Flow Down Impact

As the participants get the ball rolling on the Flow Down Chart revision, the exercise is
terminated and a group discussion regarding the following slide is conducted. This
introduces a dose of reality: to implement them, especially late in the design cycle.
Requirements are always in a state of flux and we have limited time and resources to
implement them. This introduction of change in basic requirements should induce
frustration in the participants and the group discussion should allow this to be expressed.
Some potential topics for group discussion at this stage are the following; what kind of
trade-offs have been observed in this process, how could we have effectively staged
resources early on in the process, how could we have better anticipated/prepared for
changes in requirements.
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Feedback on Exercise
•
•
•
•
•

Comments?
Frustrations?
Feelings?
What are the trade-offs?
How should we anticipate requirements
change?

Figure 3.1.15 Exercise Feedack

The next slide discusses key reasons why software changes occur in flow. Software
changes in flow are a natural occurrence in the systems engineering process. Engineers
are constantly learning and gaining insight that optimizes the system design may occur
anytime during the design process. Also, hardware performance details may become
fully understood late in the process since hardware and software components are being
developed in parallel. And lastly, software may be used to compensate for undesirable
emergent properties of the system.
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Key Reasons Why SW Have Changes In
Flow
• Anticipated/non-anticipated requirements change
– Natural occurrence in Systems Engineering process
– Constantly learning, constantly evolving
• emergent properties

• Performance details of HW understood late
– HW/SW components being developed in parallel, some HW
changes may impact SW and visa versa
– One step forward, two steps back

• Using SW fix to compensate for undesirable emergent
properties
– Some undesirable system-wide behavior may emerge
after initial integration where an overall system SW fix
may be the most efficient/cost-effective solution

Figure 3.1.16 Reasons for SW Changes Inflow

Apocryphal Examples of Late Software
Changes’ Impact on Programs
Action

Program A
Impact

Preliminary Design done
Reqt change A1
Detailed design done
Reqt change A2
Code and Unit Test done
System Integration started
Reqt change A3
SW Qual Test started
Reqt change A4

++Cost, +Schedule
+Cost, +Schedule, ++Risk

++Cost, ++Schedule
+Cost, ++Schedule

Figure 3.1.17 Impact of SW Changes Program A
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Apocryphal Examples of Late Software
Changes’ Impact on Programs
Program B
Action
Impact
Preliminary Design done
Reqt change B1
+Cost, +Schedule
Detailed design done
Reqt change B2
+Cost
Code and Unit Test done
System Integration started
Reqt change B3
-Cost, -Sched
SW Qual Test started
Reqt change B4
-Cost, -Sched

Figure 3.1.18 Impact of SW Changes Program B

The New Bicycle Model Exercise concludes with a summary of lessons learned, the
most important of which is that we must mitigate the impact due to SW changes by
understanding early on how SW interacts with the other components in the design.
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Lessons Learned
• Flow down requirements all the way down to test
•
•
•
•

Functional Requirements
Physical Allocation to Components
Interface/Constraints
Assembly/Test

• Mitigate impact due to SW changes by understanding the
interplay of SW with other components EARLY in the design
process
– Emergent properties are a part of the process
– Systems Engineering is a dynamic, ever-evolving process, so
anticipate change

• Systems engineering of complex systems that have
electrical, mechanical, and SW components that interface
with each other isn’t easy

Figure 3.1.19 Lessons Learned

3.2 Strengths and Weaknesses
A strength of the New Bicycle Model is that that it gets new systems engineers to think
about software and how it interfaces with electrical and mechanical components of a
complex system. A lot of software issues encountered during the integration process can
be attributed to the fact that engineers aren’t area of software’s impact to the system
design until issues related to it are encountered during the integration process. By the
time this occurs it’ll cost more in terms of the budget and schedule than it would have is
this same issue was discovered and addressed earlier on in the design process.
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A weakness of the New Bicycle Model is that the, as it’s presented here, the training
duration is long. To be truly effective, the training facilitator must keep the participants
focused on the objective of each exercise.
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4 Conclusion
The ancient Greeks say that evil persists in the world when an idea has outlasted its
usefulness. This may seem extreme to say about the Old Bicycle Model Exercise but it
does bring home the point: that when a useful exercise ceases to be relevant, it tends to
present more problems than solutions. This is true for the Old Bicycle Model Exercise.

The ideal solution would be to replace the Old Bicycle Model with a new one. The ideal
solution would be to formulate a completely new model that fully depicts the interplay of
the electrical, mechanical and software interfaces of a system. Unfortunately, we’re just
beginning to learn about how software affects the design and integration of complex
systems. As we begin to gain more understanding, we need an interim solution that
allows us to leverage our present knowledge with our awakening comprehension.
Hopefully this New Bicycle Model will be the baby step that takes us to a greater
understanding of software and its impact on complex systems.
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6 Appendix A: Design Integration_Bicycle Exercise.ppt

S

Design Integration
For Missiles & Satellites
5 January 2010

S

Design Integration Exercise
Perform Design Integration of a
Multi-Wheeled Transporter (aka, Bicycle)
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What is Known?
• Mission Requirement

S

–Move operator and small payload from place to place

• Higher-level interfaces
–Ground
–Human
–Small payload

• Environments
–1-G
–Weather
–Operating surfaces
–Operational timeframe

• Functional Allocation
–Controlled movement direction & speed
–Ergonomics/safety
–Day & night operation
–Operator & small payload transport

Physical Entities
• Front set
– Handlebar grip
– Shock absorber

– Front brakes
– Fork

• Frame set
– Tubular framing
– Seat tube

– Chain stay

• Wheel set
– Spokes
– Hub

– Rim
– Cover valve

• Seat set
– Seat

– Seat tubular post

• Other
– Rear brakes
– Drive chain
– Gears

– Pedal
– Crank arm

28

S

Don’t Forget to Anticipate the Unforeseen …

S

Rage
3D
Bird
NO_PARKING.jpg

FBM.ppt

SE In Training

S

Design Integration Exercise
Working Group Outbriefs
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Now – Integrate a Bicycle “System”??

S

• Requirements & higher level Interfaces are known
• Environments are known
• Functionality of a bicycle “system” is known
• Parts & components are know
• Physical mapping of functionality to parts/components is
known
• Now – INTEGRATE
•
•
•
•

Is anything unknown still?
What are “unforeseen” problems?
What lower level requirements & interfaces are now needed?
What risks should be reduced & how?

Now – What Was Forgotten?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interferences between components for assembly
Kick stand for parking
Lubricant
Tire pressure gage
Tire pump & patch kit for emergency repair
Seat padding
Helmet
Light for night operation
– Batteries

• Operator helmet
• Handlebar grip streamers

30

S

S
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7 Appendix B: Bicycle Example.ppt

Systems Engineering
Design Review Training Exercise #2

• Prepare a plan for a bicycle CDR
– Must include:
•
•
•
•

Schedule
Tasks
Deliverables
Responsible person

• Items provided
–
–
–
–
–
–

WBS
Org Chart
IMP
Statement of Objectives
Mission Requirements
Subcontract Management Plan

32

Work Break Down Structure (WBS)
Bicycle System

Program

Systems

Management

Engineering

Management

Requirements

& Administration

& Interfaces

Finance

Configuration
Management

Contracts

Verification &
Validation Planning

Subcontract

Operations and

Mgmt

Training

Procurement

Bicycle

Frame

Forks

Suspension

Seat

Drive train

Planning &
Controls

Gearing

Quality Control

Shifting

Braking

Wheels

Guidance and
Propulsion

Handle bars

Pedals

Navigation (GPS)

Product Assembly
&
System Test

Product Assembly

Test Equipment

Acceptance
Test
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Bicycle Program Org Chart

Program
Manager

Business

Systems
Engineering

Design

Finance

Frame IPT

Requirements
and Verification

Contracts

Drive Train IPT

Design,
Integration and
Analysis

Guidance and
Propulsion IPT

Operations and
Training

34

Assembly and
Test

Conceptual Design
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Integrated Master Plan (IMP)
Event
01
01
01
02
02
02
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
04
04
04
04
04
05
05
05
05
05
06
06
06
06
06

SA
00
01
01
00
01
01
00
01
01
02
03
04
05
06
00
01
01
02
00
00
01
02
03
04
00
01
01
02
02

AC
00
00
01
00
00
01
00
00
01
01
01
01
01
01
00
00
01
01
00
00
01
01
01
01
00
00
01
00
01

Task
Authorization to Proceed
Organization Finalized
IPTs staffed
Integrated Baseline Review
Plans Delivered and Complete
Plans Accepted
Preliminary Design Review
Trades Studies/Make Buy complete
Trades Studies/Make Buy accepted
Requirements and ICDs preliminary complete
Draft test plan complete
Structure PDR successfully completed
Propulsion PDR successfully completed
Navigation PDR successfully completed
Critical Design Review
Requirements and ICDs complete
Requirements and ICDs accepted
Subsystem CDRs successfully completed
Prototype Bicycle complete
Bicycle System Integration and Test
Prototype demo successful
COTS products delivered and accepted
Final Test Plans accepted
Test Stand calibrated and ready for test
Bicycle System Delivered
Bicycle Subsystems Integrated
Integration Tests Complete
Bicycle Road Test
Bicycle Accepted
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Org
PM
PM
PM
PM
SEIT
SEIT
SEIT
SEIT
SEIT
SEIT
SEIT
IPT
IPT
IPT
SEIT
SEIT
SEIT
IPTs
IPTs
A&T
IPT
PM
SEIT
A&T
A&T
A&T
A&T
A&T
SEIT

Integrated Master Plan (IMP) cont.
IMP Narratives
1. The contractor is fully ISO 2001 certified and will use company
certified processes for all DDT&E activities.
2. The contractor will use company standard PM processes AA
and BBB, including EVM and ROMB.
3. There will be one review planned with the customer prior to
Bicycle System Integration and Test, to be scheduled at the
customer’s convenience.
4. The Tech Director has full responsibility for design; KTA trade
study process will be used.
5. SEIT is responsible for overall bicycle system design and
integration using company process XXX.
6. A prototype bicycle will be developed to reduce risk allowing
design evaluation to meet requirements. For COTS products
not yet received, ballast to simulate weight will be used.
7. Quality is responsible for acceptance of all COTS products per
company process YYY.
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Statement of Objective (SOO) and Mission
Requirements
SOO
The overall objective is for the contractor to provide the user with
a cost effective bicycle to transport the user between two
places, requiring minimal training and maintenance while
providing the user with speed and directional data. The
common definition of a bicycle is appropriate for the user
needs.
The contractor will design, develop, and test this bicycle for normal
road conditions containing a bike lane or paved bike trails.
The contractor needs to provide the user with at least one design
meeting, no further interface with the contractor is anticipated
until the bicycle system is complete.
The user would like the option to procure additional bicycles post
delivery of the initial bicycle.

Mission Requirements – Bicycle Transport System
(MR001) Transport system shall sustain the weight of a 90 kg
person that is no taller than 180 cm +/- 5 cm.
(MR002) The transport system shall provide for user defined
direction control and speed maintainability with 10 mph winds.
Maximum speed required shall be no less than 25 mph. The
bicycle shall be capable of making a 4 meter radius turn at 5
mph.
(MR003) The transport system shall provide the user with
directional and speed information, accurate to within 1.0
degrees and .02 mph.
(MR004) The transport system shall be able to withstand potholes
in the bike lanes and/or trails that are no more than 5 cm in
maximum diameter and no more than 5.20 cm deep (TBR).
(MR005) The transport system shall weigh no more than 14 kg.
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Subcontract Plan
•

New Development

•

Component Make/Buy Decisions; availability of vendors to meet
design requirements is critical

–

Structure; Material Trade Study to be conducted

–
–

Wheels
Brakes

–

Cranks and Pedals

–

Suspension

•
•
•

•

Disc or pads
cost
Active vs. Passive; make passive, buy active

COTS
–

Derailleur

–

Guidance and Propulsion System vendor; company preferred vendor is
Garmin

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

–

Dependant on Gearing Trade Results

Cost
Reliability
Weight
Ergonomics
Environment survivability
Software maintenance and upgradeability

Tyres
•
•
•
•

Cost
Survivability
Tread Life
Availability
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